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This cookbook was developed to affirm and support vegans around the world, of all generations,
countries, and ability. We re-create Persian dishes with the goal of helping vegans across their
Persian heritages– Afghani, Iranian, Pakistani, Tajiki, and Uzbek—continue to enjoy, participate,
and partake in their culinary traditions.These recipes comprise favorites such as korma, piroshki,
biryani, kompot, plov, sabzi, salat and other recipes across Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan,
Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan.This book is perfect for vegans and vegetarians seeking to expand
their culinary repertoires, curious chefs, and Persian cooks wanting to make their kitchens a little
kinder.Partaking in food with others is an intimate and fundamental way that humans interact
with one another. Food is about more than what is put in our mouths– it has emotional and
relational components. If you think back to your childhood or fond memories, it is likely many of
them involve food or sharing food with others. Traditional dishes connect immigrants and to their
homelands and their families, having significant cultural, community, and memory significance.
Food centers in family and community gathering, during holidays, and inter-generational
festivities.Persian food tends to rely heavily on meat, dairy, honey, and animal fats for flavor. We
want show that traditional and cultural foods can be made (and enjoyed!) without killing or
exploiting animals. You can learn more about our ongoing cultural food adaptation project at
https://veganindushanbe.com, where you can also donate to the project.
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Food?Partaking in food with others is an intimate and fundamental way that humans interact
with one another. Food is about more than what is put in our mouths– it has emotional and
relational components. If you think back to your childhood or fond memories, it is likely many of
them involve food or sharing food with others.For vegans and some individuals of various
religions, food also has an ethical component. Food is particularly important in religious and
cultural tradition. Traditional dishes connect immigrants and to their homelands and their
families, having significant cultural, community, and memory significance. Food centers in family
and community gathering, during holidays, and inter-generational festivities.People who find



themselves unable to participate in heritage meals or meal preparation because of their
commitment to not consume animals can find themselves disconnected from family or friends,
which becomes a tragic reality for vegans when cultural-traditional dishes heavily feature meat,
diary, or other animal products.We have known many first and second generation individuals
who are unable to participate in meaningful family dinners because of their ethical practices, and
have heard many stories of how this separation distances them from their family and
culture.Young immigrants often cite their worries in experiencing distancing from their cultural
traditions as a result of being more closely intertwined with their new country’s education
system, media, language, and pop culture. While they largely enjoy these new experiences, we
have learned from many discussions with close friends and peers that vegan first and second
generation immigrants believe they face an additional barrier in maintaining their culture by not
being able to partake in food-related events.Persian food (whether from Tajikistan, Uzbekistan,
Afghanistan, or Iran) tends to rely heavily on meat and animal fats for flavor. Additionally, as
families and communities experience economic growth, they tend to add more meat, dairy
products, and processed foods to their diet. We want to reduce animal exploitation by showing
that traditional and cultural foods can be made (and enjoyed!) without killing or exploiting
animals.Additionally, people often hold the incorrect notion that veganism is ‘for the rich’ or for
‘young trendy’ folks. We want to show how veganism is not antithetical to culinary tradition and
can be embraced by people of all ages, ability, and generations.This cookbook was developed
to affirm and support vegans around the world, of all generations, countries, and ability. We re-
create Persian dishes with the goal of helping vegans across their Persian heritages– Afghani,
Iranian, Pakistani, Tajiki, and Uzbek—continue to enjoy, participate, and partake in their culinary
traditions.A Brief History of PersiaPersia is the historical southwestern region of Asia. Now
largely associated with Iran, Persia in this book refers to the area that was one engulfed by the
Persian Empire.The Persian Empire was a long-lasting series of dynasties that spanned from the
6th century BCE to the 20th century CE. At it largest, the Persian Empire spanned from the
Balkan Peninsula to India’s Indus Valley. This golden age was a global hub of culture, religion,
science, art, and technology for over two centuries before it fell to Alexander the Great’s invading
armies.Many great technological and artistic developments originated in the Persian Empire.
Regular communication routes developed between Asia, Africa, and Europe. The first postal
service was created in the Persian Empire. Under King Cyrus (550 BCE) metalworking became
known as a regional specialty.While Zoroastrianism was a religion that shaped the founding
years of the Persian Empire, the people that make up former Persian countries today are largely
Islamic. Religious traditions, even in formally secular societies, have thus influenced the culinary
landscapes of these countries. Some holidays can involve the sacrificial slaughter of bulls or
sheep, the meat of which is distributed to the poor.The Countries of PersiaAfghanistanA country
historically located on the Silk Road, Afghanistan’s ecosystem spans mountains, fertile plains,
and deserts. Afghan food is largely based on staple crops, including wheat, barley, and rice.
Fruits and vegetable feature alongside these staples. Traditionally, Afghan food also relies on



dairy products like milk, yogurt, and whey, and often includes lamb and chicken. Afghanistan is
known for its sweet pomegranates and grapes.IranIran is home to one of the world’s oldest
civilizations. After the end of the Iron Age due to Alexander the Great, the Persian Empire
continued in many forms, remaining a world power. The country has a rich cultural legacy and a
culinary culture heavily influenced by its interaction with neighboring regions. Iranian dishes
typically combine rice with meats, vegetables, and nuts, alongside the heavy use of herbs and
fruits. Some memorable flavors from Iranian food include saffron, dried lime, cinnamon, and
turmeric.PakistanPakistan is the home to several ancient cultures and has a rich history
intertwined with India. Pakistan is an ethnically and linguistically diverse country that adopted a
constitution in 1956 as a new country. Its name means ‘land of the pure’. Pakistani cuisine is
defined by its Indian and Central Asian influences. Depending on where one is in the country, the
food may be considered more hot and spicy (the eastern provinces) or more mild and
reminiscent of Central Asian cooking (the western and northern regions).TajikistanTajikistan is a
mountainous and beautiful country that was home to several ancient cultures that date back to
the Bronze Age. The region interacted with the Greco-Bactrian Kingdom, the Kushan Empire,
the Tibetan Empire, and Samanid Empire, and Mongol Empire before being incorporated into
the Soviet Union. Its culinary landscape has been shaped by its nearly century-long connection
with Russia, and features rice dishes, dumplings, and bread of all forms.UzbekistanFirst settled
by Iranian nomads, Uzbekistan has been part of the Persian Empire, Macedonian Greek rule,
and Muslim conquest all before the 7th century. With a largely Turkic population, Uzbekistan has
many Russian influences in its culture and food, given its incorporation into the Soviet Union.
Like Tajikistan, Uzbekistan became independent in 1991. With fertile fields for grain, breads and
noodles, as well as mutton, are present in may dishes. Tea is an important drink that features at
every meal.Special Ingredients and Cooking ConsiderationsLamb, chicken, and beef all feature
in Persian food. Additionally, some Persian countries rely more on dairy products, such as yogurt
and whey, while others incorporate honey in desserts. Instead of these usual ingredients, you
will find a variety of replacements, chosen for a particular recipe for their protein content, texture,
binding ability, and taste. We rely on both local ingredients (e.g. chickpeas, root vegetables, and
grains), as well as ‘lending’ from other common vegan animal product replacements that have
found their way into the mainstream (e.g. tofu, tempeh, seitan, and TVP [textured vegetable
protein], among others).Building Blocks and SeasoningsFood connects to family and
community in a big way in Tajikistan. Food shows how communal society is. Even when you are
sitting and eating at home, it’s all together. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner, we would all sit together,
whether around the table or on the ground. When the food it at the table, the oldest starts first
and then when there is any kind of celebration, people always make food. They’ll either invite
people or send the food in containers to neighbors. My mom would always send food over to her
friends who worked at the gas station. We would make osh, and before we could eat she would
say “oh, bring this over to the station,” and we would whine and ask, “can’t we eat first?”. Food is
a strong part of being part of a community. You show you’re close to someone by bringing them



food.
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David Lemieux, “Beautiful book. Well appreciated.. Was a gift and she loved it!”

The book by Layla Tacy has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 3 people have provided feedback.
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